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In an earlier paper (J. Wolfskill, J. Number Theory 16 (1983). 205-211) a 
method was given to determine whether or not two binary forms are equivalent by 
examining the corresponding problem for the roots. The latter problem was solved, 
in the case that each form has a real root, by applying the theory of reduced 
algebraic numbers. However, there are two important problems remaining to be 
resolved concerning the effectiveness of this method. The first is to show that a 
given real algebraic number reduces in a bounded (effectively computable) number 
of steps. The second is to determine under what conditions a form of even degree 
can be equivalent to its negative. These two problems are solved in this paper. 
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1. 
We will use the notation and terminology of [ 11. A real algebraic number 
a is defined to be reduced if a > 1 and -1 < Re a’ < 0 for the conjugates a’ 
of a distinct from a. In [ 1 ] it is shown that any real algebraic number a has 
a successor (following its continued fraction, the successors are the complete 
quotients) which is reduced. Further, it is shown that if a is reduced and has 
degree at least three over the rationals, then it has only finitely many reduced 
predecessors. Thus in going backwards one will arrive after finitely many 
steps at a number E which is reduced, but has no reduced immediate 
predecessor (a number of the form u + l/Cr, u a positive integer). A number 
of the form E is called an ancestor; it is these ancestors which play the key 
role in answering the equivalence of forms question. However, to make the 
method given in [ 1 ] truly effective, it is necessary to know that the number 
of steps from an algebraic number a of degree three or more to its ancestor 
is effectively bounded, in terms of a. It is easy to see from the proof in [ 1 ] 
that this is true for the number of steps from a reduced number to its 
ancestor. Thus. it is the first stage of the process, that of going from a non- 
reduced number a to its first reduced successor, that requires closer study. 
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For a real conjugate a’ of a, it is completely elementary that it will reduce in 
a number of steps which is bounded in terms of ]a’ - a/. More precisely, it 
depends on the number of places to which their continued fractions can 
agree. For a complex conjugate, however, the proof given in [ 1 ] depended on 
the fact that there must be infinitely many partial quotients >2 in the 
continued fraction of a. This by itself is not effective; however, the proof can 
be modified to obtain an effective result. 
THEOREM. Let a be a real algebraic number, and let /3 + iy, y # 0, be a 
conjugate of a. Then the number of continued fraction steps required to 
reduce the conjugate /I + iy is effectively bounded in terms of a. 
Proof From [ 11, the conjugate p + iy trivially reduces quickly unless 
0 ( p, - u, < 1 and 1 y, 1 < 1 for each m. If this is the case, then we have, 
following [ 11, 
IYmtll >Pm+, IYml> %,I IYmIalYmI* 
Also, since /I,,,+ i > 1 we have /3, - u, > yi > yi by the above inequality. 
Thus /3, > I + yi for each m, and so 
IY*+,l > IYOI . (1 + Y3”. 
As y0 = y # 0, we have 1 y,,, I > 1 eventually and effectively. This takes us out 
of the troublesome case. 
2. 
The following result answers the question of when a form of even degree 
can be equivalent to its negative. 
THEOREM. Let F(x, y) be an irreducible form of even degree n > 4, and 
assume F --F by the transformation x, = ax + by, y, = cx + dy. Then 
a=-d, ad-bc= 1, and N oca,,o(ca + d) = -1 for any root a of F. As a 
consequence, n E 2 (mod 4). 
Proof: Let A = ad - bc = f 1. If a is a root of F, (aa + b)/(ca + d) is 
another root, say, a(*). If a = a(‘), then ca* + (d - a)a - b = 0. Since a has 
degree 24 over Q, this forces b = c = 0 and a = d = f 1; however, this 
transformation takes F to +F, not -F. So a # a(‘). We will use the matrix 
notation Aa = a(‘), where A is the matrix 
A= 
Inductively, we have Ak = atk+‘), where a = a(‘), aC2),... are some of the 
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conjugates of a. Eventually, we get back to a, so Aka = a for some k > 1. 
The argument that a f a(*) given before shows that for this k, Ak = fl 
(otherwise, a would satisfy a non-trivial quadratic equation). This implies 
that the minimum polynomial of A divides xk f 1, so in particular, all the 
eigenvalues are roots of unity. Further, the characteristic polynomial is 
quadratic, so if there were repeated roots then the minimum polynomial 
would be x f 1, implying A = *I, which we already know is impossible. 
Thus the characteristic polynomial is f(x) =x2 f 1 or x2 f x + 1. In terms 
of the entries of A, f(x) = x2 - x(a + d) + A. 
Case 1. f(x)=~~~~+1.ThenA=1anda+d=fl.Wemayassume 
a + d = 1 by replacing (a, b, c, d) with (-a, -b, -c, -d) if necessary. Let 
K = Q(a). We see that NKIa(ca - a) = -1 on comparing the leading coef- 
ficients of F(x,, ,v,) and F(x, y). Let p = ca - a = ca + d - 1. Then 
pw = ca(*) -A -1 -(Ja-=-* 
p+1 p+1 
Thus the map x-+ -l/(x + 1) takes a conjugate of /3 to another conjugate of 
/I. This map has order 3: 
-1 ++ l) =pu, -1 
PC’, + 1 = p 7 say; B”‘=B. 
Thus the conjugates of ,f? are grouped in n/3 triples of the form /3, 
-1/v+ l), -Go+ 1)/P. s ince the product of these three is +l, we see that 
NK,&?) = +l, in contradiction to the above. So this case is impossible. 
Case 2. f(x) = x2 f 1. Thus a = -d and A = fl. We have 
NKIQ(ca - a) = -1, as in Case 1. Let /I = ca - a = ca + d. Then 
-A PC*’ = ca(*) - a = -. 
P 
Thus the conjugates of /I are grouped in n/2 pairs of the form /I, -A/,% 
Hence NKIa(P) = (-A)n/2 = -1 if and only if A = 1 and n = 2 mod 4. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. Such forms do exist, as is illustrated by the family 
~(x,y)=x4~+*_x*n+~y*~+l_y4~+*~ 
The transformation x, = -y, y1 = x takes F to -F. 
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